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"Dr. Ng, I have succeeded, " forty-five-

year-old accountant Richard Lim trumpeted.

"And I feel so different, so good, so clean."

Richard added chirp-ily.

I was familiar with the refrain. Perhaps

Namaan felf the same say after washing in

River Jordan seven times. But Richard was

not cleansed of leprosy. He had kicked

nicotine addiction. For the last twenty years I

had been badgering him to stop smoking

those unfiltered Camels. It would have been

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a

needle than for him to give up his Camels.

Twenty years of chain-smoking came to a

screeching halt when he was struck down

with a massive heart attack. He realised late

that the Camels were trekking towards a

destination that was no oasis.

Lee Tek Seng, a fiftY-Year-old

businessman entertained often. He drank

VSOP like an inept ver gathering water

after a tropical downpour. I wamed him. His

wife pleaded with him but to no avail. He

refused to change. At fifty, Tek Seng was

dead from Alcoholic Cirrhosis and liver

failure.

Both Richard and Tek Seng refused to
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change until catastrophes came upon them.

For Richard, a heart attack was a great

motivator of change. For Tek Seng, death

made him a teettotaller but he did not benefit

from the change.

Change....is to become different, to have

a different form, natue or character. Change

is always difficult. At the beginning of each

new year, we make resolutions to change. 77

percent of these resolutions are kept for just

one week into the new year and only 55

percent are maintained after one month. On

the average new year resolutions are made 5

years in a row before some level of success is

discemible.

Why is change so difficult? Why is it so

difficult to break destructive habits and make

hfe-enhancing changes? Psychologists tell us

that there are stumbling blocks that would-be

changers need to leap-frog over before they

reach real, permanent changes. These

stumbling blocks include self-blame, denial

of a problem, fear of failure and waiting for

the magic moment.

But beyond these academic reasons for

the failure to change is the fundamental

human characteristic that "we would be



rather be ruined than changed.. ." as W.H.

Auden said.

Alother reason is that change is always

threatening. A psychologist James Prochaska

wrote, "However healthy changes may be, it
threatens our security and sometimes even

self-defeatrng security feels better than

none. '

Yet another reason why people fail to

make fundamental life changes is that they

hold themselves back with a selfJimiting

paradigm such as "I am not good enough," or

"I am too old to change." or "I don't have the

will power to effect the change." Motivation

gurus advocate replacing such an attitude

with a positive mantra.

Max Tan, fifty-year-old engineer

attended an evangelistic rally and was saved.

The change was dramatic. The transformation

was instantaneous, a sudden mountain-top-

transfiguration event that released a pristine

butterfly from the old cocoon. His speech

changed. His strings of expletives became a

thesaurus of the mellifluous. Hrs habrts

changed. He no longer rode into the

nicotined- stained high country of Marlboro,

he walked the smoke-free, dew-fresh plains

of a cigaretteJess land. He no longer needed

the high he got from spirits, he was always on

cloud nine with.the Spirit. He no longer

needed the flush of excitement from holding

a Royal Flush. He stopped gambling.

Did Max have more will- power then

Richard and Tek Seng? No, but he did have

Spirit power. That was what he got in an

encounter of the divine kind. In such an

encounter, it was not just his mind that was

changed but it was also his heart that was

changed. The change in his heart had thee

effects.

Firstly, Max realised that he would

rather change that face ruin. He numbered his

days aright and realised that ruin (and change)

had profound effects that overflowed into

eternity. Secondly, he had no fear for change

for he knew that God was his security in the

midst of changes. Thirdly, ther was no

limiting factor in his life for He who resided

in his heart was omnipotent.

Max knew that to change, he did not

need a positive mantra but a diving Master. A
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